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The emerging research field of toroidal electrodynamics has 
been attracting growing interest since experimental observa-
tions of the oscillating toroidal dipole in 20101 and dynamic 

electromagnetic anapoles in 20132. This has been stimulated by the 
intriguing electromagnetic properties of toroidal dipoles, such as odd 
space and time symmetry, complementarity to the electric and mag-
netic dipoles3, and predictions of their involvement in non-reciprocal 
electromagnetic interactions4. Dynamic toroidal dipoles have been 
observed in artificial materials and nanostructures in the microwave 
regime and across the optical part of the spectrum5–9. They are now 
recognized as indispensable contributors to the linear and nonlinear 
optical properties of matter10,11. As such, new types of spectroscopy, 
including atomic spectroscopy12, that are selective to the optical 
transitions enabled by toroidal dipoles are being developed based on 
solvatochromism13 and standing-wave illumination14. Furthermore, 
dynamic anapoles, co-located non-radiating configurations of oscil-
lating electric and toroidal dipoles2, are attracting interest as a vehicle 
for high-quality resonant devices15–17, quantum qubits18 and even 
reservoirs of dark energy19. Although anapole modes do not radi-
ate electromagnetic fields, they arguably emit vector potential waves 
that are not removable by gauge transforms and may lead to new 
types of the Aharonov–Bohm phenomenon20,21.

Since 1996 it has been understood from the work of Hellwarth 
and Nouchi that oscillating toroidal excitations can also exist in the 
form of bursts of electromagnetic energy propagating in free space 
at the speed of light22. Although such toroidal light pulses (TLPs) 
travel at the speed of light, they are radically different from conven-
tional plane electromagnetic waves on several counts:

 (1) TLPs possess non-transverse electromagnetic field components. 
Indeed, the conventional plane electromagnetic waves that we 
have known since the early days of Heinrich Rudolf Hertz and 
that are used in modern free-space telecommunication tech-
nologies are transverse electromagnetic waves, in which the 
electric and magnetic fields oscillate in a direction perpendic-
ular to the direction of propagation. TLPs are not transverse, 
but instead present a toroidal topology, with the magnetic field 

tracing the body of a doughnut-like shape while the electric 
field traces its surface, exhibiting electric-field components that 
are oriented along the direction of pulse propagation (Fig. 1a). 
A complementary form of TLPs with a component of magnetic 
field oscillating along the direction of propagation can be ob-
tained by exchanging the electric and magnetic fields22. These 
two forms are known as transverse magnetic (TM) and trans-
verse electric (TE) TLPs, respectively.

 (2) TLPs are space–time non-separable. Plane waves belong to a 
family of solutions to Maxwell’s equations that can be presented 
as a product of time- and space-dependent complex exponential 
functions and that include, for example, Gaussian, Bessel and 
Airy waves and pulses. However, it has been known since the 
early 1980s that Maxwellian electrodynamics admit solutions 
where the space and time dependences are non-separable; that 
is, they cannot be presented as a product of the time-only and 
space-only dependent terms23–27. TLPs belong to this category: 
they are exact solutions to Maxwell’s equations, but they are of 
a non-separable nature22 (Supplementary Section 1 describes 
analytical formulae describing such pulses). The space–time 
non-separability of the TLPs manifests in the space-spectrum 
domain as a position-dependent frequency content across the 
transverse plane. Here, the lower-frequency components dom-
inate at the periphery of the toroidal pulse, while higher fre-
quencies prevail at its central area (Fig. 1a,b).

 (3) TLPs are single-cycle pulses. Elementary TLPs exist as short 
localized, single or 1½ cycle bursts of radiation with a broad 
spectrum and finite total energy. Upon propagation, the 
TLPs focus and defocus and experience reshaping due to a 
propagation-dependent Gouy phase term28: TLPs of the first 
type evolve from 1½ cycles away from the focus to single-cycle 
pulses at focus, then back to the 1½-cycle pulses (Fig. 1a). Simi-
larly, TLPs of the second type are single cycle away from fo-
cus and 1½ cycle at focus. The Hellwarth and Nouchi TLPs are 
characterized by two parameters, q1 and q2, which correspond 
to the effective wavelength and the length of the focal region, 
respectively22 (Supplementary Section 1).
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Fig. 1 | Characteristics of TLPs and blueprint for their generation. a,b, Spatiotemporal and spatio-spectral structure of the TM TLP. In a, the propagation 
of the TLP is shown. Frequency and intensity are represented by colour and brightness, respectively. Red and blue coloured regions indicate prevalent 
long- and short-wavelength components, respectively, and white regions represent broadband spectral content of the pulse (see Supplementary Section 
4 for details). The dashed lines mark the trajectory traced by the waist of the pulse. Cyan and magenta (green and yellow) lobes represent half-cycles of 
the transverse, Eρ (longitudinal, Ez) component of the electric field of the pulse with opposite signs. At focus, the electric field of the TM TLP consists of 
two toroidal lobes of transverse fields connected by a single lobe of strong longitudinal field. The propagation of the pulse is controlled by the parameters 
q1 and q2, which play the role of effective wavelength and Rayleigh range, respectively. In b, space–time coupling in the TLP is shown manifested in the 
distribution of frequency components along the radial direction ρ: the higher-frequency components are closer to the pulse centre and lower-frequency 
components are at the periphery of the pulse (|ρ| ≫ q1). The presented spectra correspond to a TLP at focus. Frequency is in units of c/q1. c, Schematic of 
the generation of TM TLPs in the optical part of the spectrum. A linearly polarized ultrafast pulse is converted to a radially polarized pulse by a segmented 
waveplate that acts as a broadband polarization converter. The TLPs are then launched by a singular specially tailored plasmonic meta-surface excited 
with the radially polarized pulse. Cyan and magenta lobes correspond to half-cycles of the electric field of the input pulse and output pulses. d, Generation 
of terahertz (THz) TM and TE TLPs using plasmonic meta-surfaces. The meta-surface is illuminated with near-infrared ultrashort pulses (~50 fs). The C3 
meta-atoms (inset) then radiate electromagnetic waves in the terahertz spectral region through an optical rectification process. The spatial arrangement 
of the meta-atoms is designed to generate the TLPs.

 (4) TLPs exhibit a space–time toroidal topology. The unique space–
time toroidal structure of TLPs contains multiple singularities 
and areas of energy backflow (zones where electromagnetic en-
ergy propagates opposite to the energy mainstream of the pulse) 
that are identifiable at the low-intensity areas of the pulse29.

results and discussion
Until now, the Hellwarth and Nouchi TLPs—the propagating 
counterparts of localized toroidal modes1 and exact solutions of 
Maxwell’s equation—have not been observed, and the generation 
and characterization of such pulses presents a formidable challenge 
due to their complex spatio-spectral structure, short duration and 
topology. Beyond being a fundamental manifestation of a stable 
electromagnetic free-space structure with toroidal topology, the 
Hellwarth and Nouchi pulses are also an acknowledged example 
of non-separable waves27,30 and are attracting growing attention in 

electromagnetics and acoustics (refs. 31–35 and references therein). 
Such non-separable pulses have been studied theoretically36,37 and 
can emerge through filamentation38,39 with little or no control over 
the space–time coupling. In this Article we report two complemen-
tary approaches to the generation of TLPs, in the optical and tera-
hertz spectral ranges, respectively. Whereas the generated optical 
TLPs are a few cycles long (limited by the bandwidth of the laser 
source), in the terahertz part of the spectrum, we report single-cycle 
TLPs. Both approaches are based on using arrays of nanostructured 
emitters of toroidal topology that are driven by conventional laser 
light pulses (Fig. 1c,d). In the optical part of the spectrum, we use 
a linear meta-surface designed to scatter conventional laser pulses 
into few-cycle optical TLPs (Fig. 1c), whereas in the terahertz range 
we employ a nonlinear meta-surface that rectifies the envelopes of 
the incident laser pulses and re-radiates them as single-cycle tera-
hertz TLPs (Fig. 1d).
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Fig. 2 | The spatio-spectral and spatiotemporal structure of generated optical TLPs. a–c, A comparison of hyperspectral images of the transverse profiles 
of ideal TLPs computed analytically (a) and the experimental profiles of experimentally generated TLPs (b). The profile in c is of a pulse generated by a 
meta-surface with excessively large space-spectrum coupling. Insets to a–c present the energy density profiles of the pulses shown in the corresponding 
panels. d–f, Radial distribution of the spectral density for the pulses presented in a–c, respectively. The dashed and solid lines track the energy density 
maxima of the ideal TLP and experimentally generated pulses, respectively. g–i, Details of the structure of the optimized pulse retrieved by interferometry. 
The interference is performed on the expanded and collimated pulse, in contrast to a–f, which correspond to the pulse at focus. Side and front views of 
the transverse electric field component are shown in g and h, and a side view of the longitudinal component is shown in i (Supplementary Video 1 and 
Supplementary Section 5). Red and blue colours represent regions of electric field with opposite phases. We note that the generated TLPs are a few cycles 
long as a result of bandwidth limitations of the laser system used in the experiments.

Optical TLPs. The generation scheme for optical TLPs com-
prises a linear-to-radial polarization converter and a nanostruc-
tured meta-surface (Fig. 1c) that are driven by few-cycle (<10 fs 
at full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)) linearly polarized laser 
pulses with a central wavelength of ~800 nm and bandwidth of 
~200 nm. The meta-surface consists of concentric gold rings. The 
width of the rings and thus their resonant plasmonic properties 
vary with the ring radius in such a way that re-radiated light accrues 
phases and amplitudes according to the spatiotemporal coupling 
of the TLPs (Supplementary Section 2)40. The varying pitch of the 
meta-surface, as well as all the local radial features, remain smaller 
than the shortest wavelength of the input pulse for all radii. As such, 
the meta-surface supports scattering into the tailored zeroth-order 
TLP with negligible higher-order diffraction.

In our experiments we targeted the generation of ideal TLPs that 
can be fully defined by the effective wavelength, q1, and Rayleigh 
range, q2. The effective wavelength is determined so that the spec-
tral peak of the target pulse coincides with the centre wavelength 
of our laser system (~800 nm). The structural dimensions of 
the meta-surface and divergence of the pump beam control the 

Rayleigh range. The plasmonic meta-surface is designed with the 
transmission resonance wavelength varying along the radial direc-
tion so as to achieve q1 = 192 nm and q2 = 75,000q1. To emphasize 
the importance of the design, a second meta-surface arrangement 
was used to create pulses of toroidal symmetry, but with exces-
sively large space-spectrum coupling that is incompatible with the 
spatio-spectral structure of ideal TLPs (Supplementary Section 2).

The spatiotemporal and spatio-spectral structures of the gener-
ated optical TLPs were characterized by hyperspectral imaging of 
their transverse profiles (as constructed from multiple images at 
different wavelengths; Supplementary Section 4 and Fig. 2a–f) and 
by spatially resolved Fourier-transform interferometry41,42. The lat-
ter approach is based on interference of the generated TLP with a 
known reference linearly polarized pulse, allowing retrieval of the 
spectral amplitude and phase for all polarization components of the 
electric field at any point of the TLP (Supplementary Section 3 and 
Fig. 2g–i).

The results of the spectral and interferometric measurements 
confirm the toroidal topology of the generated pulses and com-
pliance with the characteristics of the ideal TLP (Fig. 1a). In the 
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generated pulses, the lower-frequency components are dominant 
at the periphery of the profile, while higher frequencies prevail 
in its central part (Fig. 2b,e). Here, the main qualitative measure 
of the correct space-spectrum non-separability is the gradual 
wavelength-dependent shift of the radial position of the spectral 
components of the experimentally generated pulses, which closely 
matches that of the ideal TLP (Fig. 2a,d). In comparison, the hyper-
spectral profile of the pulses generated by the meta-surface with 
excessive space-spectrum coupling (Fig. 2c,f) deviates substantially 
from that of the ideal TLP. The vectorial spatial interferometry used 
in our experiments is capable of reconstructing all the components 
of the electric and magnetic fields. Figure 2g–i shows isosurfaces of 
the electric field of the generated TLP at a level of 60% of its maxi-
mum. Red and blue colours correspond to the two half-cycles of the 
pulse. As expected, the electric field presents vanishing transverse 
components at the centre of the pulse (Fig. 2h) but exhibits substan-
tial longitudinal components (Fig. 2i).

To quantify the similarity of the targeted pulses to the ideal TLPs, 
we used an intensity-distribution state tomography approach ana-
lysing a discrete set of spatial and spectral states of the pulses27. This 
method returns a fidelity measure, 0 < F < 1, where F = 1 indicates 
perfect similarity of the pulses, and small fidelity values corre-
spond to a lack of similarity (details are provided in Supplementary 
Section 10). The pulses generated with the optimized meta-surface 
(Fig. 2b,e) exhibited a high fidelity of F = 0.79, and pulses generated 
by the meta-surface with excessively large spectral shift (Fig. 2c,f) 
delivered F = 0.1.

The spatiotemporal and spatio-spectral characterizations of 
the generated optical pulses thus reveal the main features of ideal 
TLPs: (1) the presence of a non-TE field component (Fig. 2i); (2) 
the non-separable spatio-spectral structure of the generated pulses, 
as quantified by a high fidelity value; (3) few-cycle pulse duration 
(owing to the limited bandwidth of the laser system, the generated 

pulses have a duration of a few cycles and thus are not elemen-
tary single-cycle TLPs; the generation of single-cycle TLPs will be 
described in the terahertz section of this paper); (4) owing to their 
space–time non-separability, TLPs propagate with no distortion of 
their spatio-spectral profiles (Supplementary Section 11); (5) the gen-
erated optical pulses exhibit a profound toroidal topology. Observation 
of topological features such as singularities and energy backflow was 
not targeted in the current work as these features occur at the areas of 
lower energy that are inaccessible to vectorial spatial interferometry. 
Finally, we have confirmed experimentally that the generated TLPs 
do not carry orbital angular momentum (OAM), in accordance with 
theoretical predictions22 (Supplementary Section 12).

Terahertz TLPs. We generated single-cycle TLPs in the terahertz 
part of the spectrum through optical rectification of femtosecond 
near-infrared pulses (~50 fs with a centre wavelength of ~1,500 nm) 
on a Pancharatnam–Berry phase meta-surface43–46. We used a plas-
monic meta-surface consisting of a cylindrically symmetric array 
of gold meta-atoms of three-fold (C3) rotational symmetry (Fig. 1d 
and Supplementary Section 6). Orientation of the principal axis of 
the meta-atoms at an angle θ with respect to the linear polarization 
direction of the pump near-infrared pulse results in the generation of 
single-cycle terahertz waves, linearly polarized at an angle of 3θ (ref. 46),  
as shown schematically in Fig. 1d. Arranging the meta-atoms on the 
circularly symmetric meta-surface with their principal axis rotat-
ing 120° around the circumference can be used for the generation 
of TM-polarized or TE-polarized TLPs depending on the incident 
polarization of the pump pulse (0° for TE and 45° for TM). All other 
pump linear polarizations will result in a mixed TE and TM beam of 
varying degrees depending on the exact angle. For example, a pump 
pulse polarization angle of 22.5° results in an exact hybrid TE/TM 
polarization, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 9. The generated 
TE and TM pulses are characterized in the spatial and time domain, 
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with raster-scanning in two spatial dimensions (Supplementary 
Section 7). The generated terahertz TM pulse for a pumping polar-
ization angle of 45° exhibits a sub two-cycle duration similar to the 
1½-cycle ideal TLP (Fig. 3). Both the ideal TLP and the generated 
pulse exhibit reverse signs of the Ex field on opposite sides of the 
x = 0 plane (red and blue coloured regions in Fig. 3a,c) and take 
minimum values at the centre of the pulse (for x = 0). The same spa-
tial characteristics are measured for the Ey field on opposite sides 
of the y = 0 plane, indicating polarization along the radial direc-
tion (Supplementary Section 8). The space–time non-separable 
natures of the ideal and generated TLPs are presented in Fig. 3b,d, 
respectively, in the form of the spatial profile of the correspond-
ing frequency spectra. The space-spectral non-separability here 
manifests in the shift of the energy density maxima position from 
short to longer radii with decreasing frequency: the corresponding 
traces of the energy density maxima follow closely spaced trajec-
tories in the spatio-spectral plane (frequency–radius). The corre-
sponding value of space-spectral non-separability fidelity is F = 0.80 
(Supplementary Section 10). Therefore, the generated terahertz 
pulses exhibit the main features of the ideal TLPs: (1) an electric 
field with radial and longitudinal components (Fig. 3c); (2) space–
time non-separability with high fidelity (Fig. 3d); (3) pulse duration 
close to the single- to 1½-cycle ideal TLP (Fig. 3a,c); (4) toroidal 
topology. The corresponding TE mode for a pumping polarization 
angle of 0° is shown in Supplementary Fig. 8.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the generation and detection of TLPs in the 
optical and terahertz parts of the spectrum and mapped their tem-
poral and spectral characteristics and space–time structures. Such 
light pulses are fundamental space–time non-separable exact solu-
tions of Maxwell’s equations and prime candidates for the investi-
gation of toroidal light–matter interactions involving the excitation 
of toroidal and anapole modes in matter47,48. The few-cycle nature 
of TLPs will be of particular interest for the study of transient 
and nonlinear aspects of toroidal and anapole excitations, and 
their space–time non-separable structure is expected to lead to 
non-trivial phenomena. Moreover, TLPs have recently been found 
to be the foundational members of the family of super toroidal light 
pulses, which have exciting optical properties and skyrmionic field 
structure49. Finally, their unique propagation dynamics could lead 
to novel spectroscopic and manufacturing-with-light applications, 
and interesting information and energy transfer schemes.
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Methods
Sample fabrication. The optical meta-surface consists of concentric plasmonic 
rings fabricated by focused-ion beam milling of a 50-nm-thick gold film supported 
by a 100-nm-thick dielectric Si3N4 membrane. The width of the plasmonic rings 
varies radially, with narrower rings at the centre of the meta-surface and broader 
rings at the periphery, and with the gap between adjacent rings remaining constant 
at 100 nm (Supplementary Section 2).

The terahertz meta-surface was fabricated by an electron-beam lithography 
process (Supplementary Section 6). In the first step, a thin positive electron resist 
layer (2.5% poly(methyl methacrylate), Allresist) was prepared on an indium tin 
oxide thin film on a glass substrate using spin-coating, which was followed by 
baking at 180 °C for 3 min. The designed patterns for the meta-atoms were then 
transferred to the prepared photoresist layer by electron-beam lithography. Finally, 
a 30-nm-thick gold layer was deposited onto the photoresist layer using  
an electron-beam evaporator, which formed the plasmonic meta-surface after  
a lift-off process.

Pulse characterization. The vectorial spatiotemporal shape of the optical pulse 
was measured by spatially resolved Fourier-transform spectroscopy41. First, a 
linearly polarized pulse was fully characterized with a self-referenced method42. A 
Michelson interferometer was implemented such that the linearly polarized pulse 
was interfered with an expanded replica of itself and the energy density profile 
was captured on a camera sensor while a translation stage shifted the relative 
position between the two pulses. An iterative algorithm was then applied to the 
data to retrieve the spatially dependent spectral phase. The pulse was compressed 
into its Fourier-limited duration by a liquid-crystal-based spatial light modulator 
(Biophotonics MIIPS Box640)50.

The characterized linearly polarized pulse was interfered with the unknown 
vector polarized pulse in a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (Supplementary  
Section 3). The spectral phase of the two orthogonal polarizations of the vector 
polarized pulse was characterized separately for each polarization. The longitudinal 
field was then calculated from Gauss’s law in free space and the measured 
transverse electromagnetic fields (Supplementary Section 5), and the magnetic 
field was calculated from Faraday’s law and the electric field. The spatio-spectral 
profile was characterized at the plane of the meta-surface with a set of narrowband 
filters, 10-nm FWHM and a camera sensor (Supplementary Section 4).

The temporal shape of the terahertz pulse was characterized with a 
time-domain spectroscopy set-up based on the electro-optic effect (ZnTe crystal) 
with a 35-fs probe pulse centred at 800 nm, a Wollaston prism and a balanced 
photodiode (Supplementary Section 7). The overlap between the terahertz and the 
probe pulse on the ZnTe crystal was shifted by adding a delay line on the pump 
pulse, and a scanning slit was introduced in the path of the terahertz pulse to 
provide the spatially dependent information.

The similarity between the generated pulses and the ideal TLPs was quantified 
by following the tomography approach of ref. 27 (Supplementary Section 10 
presents details).

Data availability
The data from this paper can be obtained from the University of Southampton 
ePrints research repository at https://doi.org/10.5258/SOTON/D2261.
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